
გზაჯვარედინი: ადგილი, ლანდშაფტი და საზოგადოება

2 და 3 ნოემბერს, 2016 სტრუ–ის არქიტექტურის,
ურბანისტიკის და დიზაინის ფაკულტეტზე ჩატარდება

საერთაშორისო სემინარი რომელსაც გაუძღვება
გერმანელი ლანდშაფტის არქიტექტორი, ტარტუს

(ესტონეთი) უნივერსიტეტის პროფესორი
ფრიდრიხ კულმანი (Friedrich Kuhlmann)

Landscape theory/Landscape
architecture theory?! – seminar
November2ndand 3rdwith Friedrich
Kuhlmann from Tartu / Estonia

Crossroads:place, landscape and society

discourse – culture – landscape architecture
Our cultural landscape is a merger evolving from different cultural issues,
which make landscape to be seen as a cultural system. The main task of this
seminar is to create an attitude towards the ongoing changes concerning our
landscape and therefore the way we perceive landscape or the way we work as
Landscape Architects.
The seminar should be seen as a landscape, consisting of four different
types of sub-landscapes, which work as layers forming the whole landscape
throughout the ongoing seminar. Perceived landscapes always consist of text,
information, design, images etc., because they describe a relation between
somebody and someplace. This means, that each sub-landscape should provide
the landscape with collected information about their certain issues. It also
means, that even each given input by the literature you read is a landscape,
in which You are looking for traces to show ongoing changes...

what to use?
web / Photographs / Sketchbooks / Interviews / …

externalinput – what to collect?
Gardens, Squares, Parks / Music / Fashion / Art / Popular Culture / …

Research and production
Each session contains lectures and discussion in English. On the first day a



theoretical discussion about each sub-landscape should emerge, which is
accompanied by a lecture and a fieldtrip. On the second day these discourses
should lead into the production of small presentation by producing sketchy
landscape architecture at a concrete place in the manner of the sub-
landscapes of the groups - which merge research and production as part of
the discourse.  

Groups

Common landscape - popular vs. high-brow Does landscape serve as a mirror
reflecting the everyday mass-culture we produce?

Urban landscape - urban vs. rural Are we heading to a state where cities and
cultural landscape are merging to an Urban landscape?

Artificial landscape - artificial vs. natural Is there is still anything
authentic, when each wilderness is done by human reason and has to be
maintained?

Complex landscape - complex vs. simple Can landscape architecture handle the
increasing complexity in spatial matter, containing uncertainty and ongoing
changes?

Time-table

November 2ndWednesday

10.00 – 11. 00 Presentation about studies in Estonia

at 11.00 until 17.00
 Lecture: introducing contemporary landscapes and the task
 Field-trip: presenting a chosen open space around the University, which

represents the given sub-landscape
 Discussion: about literature, method and space of production
 Home-work: collecting material for each sub-landscape

November 3rdThursday at 11.00 until 17.00
 Discussion: presenting collected material with the focus on first

thoughts about the visited space of Wednesday on screen
 Lecture: perceiving contemporary landscapes  
 Field-trip: visiting the space of production
 Final Discussion: Production and presentation on screen


